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The Bloodwood Bible is a revelation produced each week and distributed to friends and outpatients of
Bloodwood Enterprises, no reliability. Address all correspondence to:
Stephen & Rhonda Doyle, PO Box 453, Orange NSW 2800.
Ph (02) 6362 5631, Fax (02) 6361 1173, Email: BigMen@bloodwood.com.au, Website: www.bloodwood.com.au

The Bloodwood Bible contains articles of generally misleading information only. No responsibility can be
accepted for accuracy, authenticity, originality, credibility, or fundamentally sensible statements, or for any action
taken as a result of your reading any factual verisimilitude into this publication whatsoever. Drink up! Or not!
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CONCEALED BY L.A.W. LAW

Maximum M.O.G. levels enforced for all grapes received at a processing establishment
Seasonal leaves
Perce Snell’s career leave (excluding sick leave)
Parental leave (specifically for children but not for Perce)
Minimum 24 hour work day preserved
Protection for unfair termination of grape contracts, or not
Existing contract conditions like MOG rates, Brix levels and MRL’s abolished
The right to join and have a cup of tea with the Confederation of Grape Growers
The right to have a barman as a negociant
The right to L.A.W. lawful chaptalization when negotiating AWA (A Way from Australia)
ie; any Chinese agreement

Grapegrowers can’t be forced to change existing grape supply agreements. Or not!
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The Australian wine industry continues to change

Over the last five weeks, something absolutely
bloody incredible has been happening in

Australian wineries. Australian grape growers and
Australian winemakers have started to change the
way they work.

 As a group together and individually by themselves
alone, more winemakers and less grape growers than
ever before have been sitting down together with each
other, talking and working out by choice in a free and
friendly manner their own wine processing
arrangements on an individual basis in an entirely free
and co-operative manner without any hint of coercion.

As a result of this coalition of like minded entirely
equal choosy individuals, both wine makers and grape
growers have benefited. There have also been more
job opportunities created for women and school
leavers in China.

A stronger wine industry

This entirely voluntary co-operative approach which
has bloody well involved absolutely everyone has

been helping Australia build one of the strongest wine
industries in the western third of the Southern
Hemisphere.

 As a result of this overwhelming pleasantness, we
are exporting much more for less. We’ve created over
10,920,000 new, permanent, full time jobs for women
and school leavers in China. The Chinese
unemployment rate has been markedly reduced,
reaching a three week low, and will
remain ah so, ah so long as
interest rates remain
at hysterically low
levels.

Skewering the future

The tail of Australian wine has come a long way, but
we can’t afford to stand still. We must continue to

keep one hop ahead of the rest; to keep moving; we
don’t want the enemy to know where we are. So
here’s the Bloodwood Wine Choices plan.

We all together in unison as wine makers and grape
growers can do much more individually to heighten the
environment of fear and loathing for old world wines in
the Chinese market.

The terroirist threat to Australian wine interests
across Asia may or may not be real, but we in the
wine industry all have a very clear choice concealed
by L.A.W. LAW. And that choice, that natural
industrial duty is to exaggerate the ramifications of
extreme terroirism as often and as truthfully as we can
in international and domestic markets.

We ignore the fundamentals of the wine industries
of old Europe at our collective, mediated peril.

To assist in this entirely free enterprise, we will
abolish the Bloodwood Combustible Relations
Commission and institute on an entirely compulsory
basis a Bloodwood Fair Play Commission.

Only through this innovative unique new world fair
play wine industry relations system will we continue to
operate as a group of individually bargaining
agribusiness enterprises, freely protected from the
demands of independent grape growing contractors
and terroirists.

However, if we are all as individuals to grow old,
grow old and wear the bottoms of our trousers rolled,
we need to continue working independently together to
implement fair, practical and sensible changes to our
wineries.

To compete with the Chinese, these changes need
to provide less choice and flexibility for both wine
makers and grape growers, so we can find better
ways to retard effort, decrease wages, and embed
imbalance between work and family life.

A system so fair, it’s blonde!

We also need to make our wine industry industrial
relations system more blonde and provide a

better balance in the winery for winemakers against
terroirists and their running dog mates, the Australian
grape grower.

These changes must ensure that award wages and
one, or maybe two existing conditions, along with
the right to have access to onions, are concealed by
law.

The conditions we have in mind are starting
time and finishing time, and to make winery
relations completely opaque, the universally
concealed clause 1. “other duties as required”
will replace all existing duty statements.

These changes will also provide extra help
for grape growers who will now know all their three
rights. And these changes could also provide additional
support for grape growers in cases of unlawful
termination of grape price contracts, or not.

A guileless system

We also need to make our winery paper trail
system simpler. The Australian wine industry has

over 4,000 different pieces of wine tax legislation, over
2,000 different wine additive compliance acts and
3,721 different government liquor licencing systems
operating across the world.

There are far too many rules and regulations
making it hard for Australian wine makers and grape
growers to get together and reach agreement in their
wineries as to how to avoid these antiquated imposts
against making more money.

We also have too much red wine, with too little
complexity and too much residual sugar in most parts
of the current industry.

Why the need for change?
Moving towards one guileless, notional system
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• Continued Page 5
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It may be good for business,
but it costs jobs in China and it’s
holding the European wine
industry back.

For all these reasons,
Bloodwood and the AWA
(Australian Winemakers
Association) are moving towards
one simple blonde notional winery
relations system.

It’s called WineChoices

Importantly, it will make it much
simpler for winemakers and

grape growers to get together,
talk behind each others backs and
work out the winery
arrangements that best suit them.

Improving their living
standards

By encouraging people to work
together and by continuing

the improvement in our wineries,
Bloodwood’s WineChoices
will also help continue the
improvement in Chinese living
standards and quality of life.

And that’s something well
worth working for. Or not.This
bible outlines how WineChoices
will concern you. Take some time
to read through it, and if you have
any other questions, just call the
Bloodwood WineChoices
hotline on (02) 6362 5631 or
visit the Bloodwood
WineChoices website at
www.bloodwood.com.au

Bloodwood Book Club: Book of the Year
BeasleBeasleBeasleBeasleBeasley,y,y,y,y, R. R. R. R. R.     The The The The The Ambulance ChaserAmbulance ChaserAmbulance ChaserAmbulance ChaserAmbulance Chaser,,,,, P P P P Pan McMillan,an McMillan,an McMillan,an McMillan,an McMillan, 2004 ISBN 0 330 42176 2004 ISBN 0 330 42176 2004 ISBN 0 330 42176 2004 ISBN 0 330 42176 2004 ISBN 0 330 42176

As you would all be aware, we spend an enormous number of our days
here at Bloodwood, prostrate on the balcony in our banana chairs,

sipping on our latest Chirac, rubbing our bellies and planning our next
overseas junket.

What little time we have left, we tend to divide amongst feasting,
dozing and glancing over the odd tolerably amusing novel.

The Ambulance Chaser tells a story of lust, insurance scams, murder,
lust, revenge and lust between the legal fraternity (they’re all blokes) and
the insurance industry.

The gory consequences of crossing a legal bankrupt on the rebound
when all he is really interested in is a liaison with an ambiguously sexual
legal aid advocate operating out of Randwick South Legal Centre (she
may be a woman; she certainly looks like Catherine Zeta-Jones) are to be
marvelled at.

But the really spooky thing about the novel is that a main character and
hero has the name of Doyle and the only unsolved murder in the book
involves NSW Labour Right heavyweight Clarrie Gerton being deservedly
bitten on the tip of his indelicate appendage by a funnel web spider.

And all this transpires (sic) while clutching an empty bottle of
“appropriately named Bloodwood Graveyard Shiraz.”(Clarrie, not the
spider) see P197. Don’t know about you, but it does it for me ... highly
diverting 92/100.

Bloodwood Wine Choices Fair Play Offer,
concealed by L.A.W. law:

1 bottle of each of the 12
current release Bloodwood
wines for an amazing $240.00
delivered. Improve your
drinking standards

To celebrate this major advance in civilization as we
know it, the Bloodwood team are about to improve

your living standards through a totally revolutionary
Fair Play Wine Choice concealed by L.A.W. law.

It is a simpler, fairer system for the purchase of
Bloodwood Wine which will make the process of
buying your choice of Bloodwood wines
simpler ... so simple that it is
positively blonde.

Example: Seamus is a vineyard
worker employed (fortunately for the

time being) in a vineyard under the NSW
Amalgamated Small Grape Bunch Pickers and Hog
Suckers Association Award 2002 as amended.

Seamus has been casually working there 18 hours
per day  since he “arrived” in Australia from Samoa
two years ago. No questions, no pack drill!

He has four dependents under the age of 40, a
1968 V8  Holden Monaro and a young family to
support. He not only enjoys his job in the vineyard, but
he also enjoys his wine.

Under the new Bloodwood Fair Play Wine
Choices Offer outlined in this booklet,

Seamus will be able to enjoy one
bottle each of all the current
Bloodwood wine releases, for a
very fair $240.00 delivered. (But
not to Samoa). Now that’s a
wine choice worth fighting for.
• See enclosed WineChoices form
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No. 1 INTAXICATION: Euphoria at
getting a tax refund, which lasts until
you realize, it was your money to start
with.
No. 2 SARCHASM: The gulf between
the author of sarcastic wit and the
person who doesn’t get it.
No. 3 IGNORANUS: A person who’s

Bloodwood theosophical thesaurus portals
both stupid and an arsehole.
No. 4 INOCULATTE: To take coffee
intravenously when you are running
late.
No. 5 DECAFALON: The grueling
event of getting through the day
consuming only things that are good
for you.
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Vintage report 2005

Growing conditions at Bloodwood leading up to vintage 2005 were
near to ideal. Although rainfall during spring was around 20% less

than average, what rain we had seemed to fall at the right time, and
with around 5 inches (125mm) in early December, most vineyards
were set up for summer.

Nasty bouts of spring hail seem to be a regular risk across the
district. Hardly a season passing into summer without some poor
vigneron copping a slashing. Bloodwood was spared significant
damage last year except for a fright on December 8, but we were
amongst the few at higher elevations around Orange.

Mid-season hail in a vineyard is more than an annoyance. The
spray program needs extra vigilance because of tissue damage, and
any second crop set from reserve buds needs to be dealt with. Unless
the damage occurs very early in the growing season, a second crop
won’t ripen satisfactorily and so needs to be removed.

This all takes time and costs money ... for an inferior crop that will
certainly be significantly reduced in quantity. And it can all happen in
five minutes of natural fury.

I’ve yet to take delivery of my first Porsche, however, hail on a
fecund early summer vineyard probably feels quite like being side
swiped by a Darlinghurst taxi as you nose out of the show room. The
damage may or may not be terminal, but all the spac filler, french
polishing and insurance payouts won’t really compensate.

A scattering of useful falls of rain through January and mid
February set the crop up nicely for vintage. Then the drought returned.
Between February 21 and June 11, 110 days in all, we measured
34.7mm at Bloodwood ... perfect vintage weather.

Picking began with Chardonnay on March 14, about 10 days earlier
than normal, and finished with some super late harvested Riesling on
June 10 ... as the rain returned for winter. And how it’s rained. Over
the last 110 days, we’ve measured just on 700mm. The dams filled and
overflowed on Monday night November 7 for the first time since
October 10, 2000. It’s been a long time between drinks, and the long
suffering Bloodwood vineyard is lapping it all up.

As for a comment on the wines from 2005, they are pretty smart
across the range. The Riesling and Big Men In Tights released with
this  bible will gladden your hearts, while in barrel, the Schubert, Shiraz
and Pinot Noir are maturing nicely.

We’ve been using a small portion of Tonnellerie de Mercury
Burgundy fire coopered oak on the Cabernet Franc and Cabernet
Sauvignon, which seems to work well with our traditional Saury
immersion bent oak.

NAZI raccoons
destroy German
vineyards

Thousands of marauding
racoons, descendants of

animals released by Hermann
Goering, have overrun vineyards in
central Germany.

The nocturnal mammals
descended on vineyards in the
Brandenburg region, west of
Berlin, ruining the harvest.
Ripening grapes are a favourite
snack of the stripy-tailed rodent.

‘Raccoons wiped out almost the
entire harvest in a matter of days,’
winemaker Werner Kothe told
Deutsche Presse-Agentur. ‘We
have 540 vines and they have been
stripped bare by these animals.’

Local authorities have now
authorised a raccoon cull. Last
year, a similar cull killed 3,471.
There are an estimated 1 million
racoons in central Germany. The
animals were introduced by Nazi
air force chief Hermann Goering in
1934 to ‘enrich’ Germany’s fauna.
With no natural predators their
numbers have exploded.
Oliver Styles, Decanter, 26/10/2005

Ah the French!

In the Middle Ages, it was not
unusual for animals to be put on

trial as if they could understand
human laws. These lawsuits were
serious affairs. Here is our current
favourite:

The plaintiffs: Vineyard
growers in St-Julien, France

The defendants: Weevils
The lawsuit: In 1545 angry

Sign of the times
The smaller the sign, the better the
wine ... or not! Apparently you can

now tell the quality of the wine in
the bottle by the size of the gate to

the winery.
The City of Troy had an entrance

which was slightly larger, but no less
expensive than this new addition to

the Bloodwood environment.
And to pay for it all we are

announcing our first PPP (public
private partnership); ... yes that’s

correct, you heard right; contrary to
impressions, this is not a new gate ...

it’s the beginning to the Bloodwood
Winery toll way. Enjoy!

Toll Gate design by Eric

Yuen of Bun Yip Lee

Construction

• Continued Page 7
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growers testified to a judge that
weevils were eating and destroying
their crops. According to one
source: “The indictments were
drawn, and the insects were
actually defended in court”.

The verdict: Since the weevils
were obviously eating the crops,
they were found guilty. In 1546 a
proclamation was issued by the
judge demanding the weevils
desist- and amazingly, they did.
The farmers weren’t bothered by
weevils again until 1587. Once
more, the insects were put on trial:
however, the outcome is unknown.

• From Page 6
Bloodwood
theosophical
thesaurus portal
No. 6 KARMAGEDDON: It’s like,
when everybody is sending off all
these really bad vibes, right?
And then, like, the Earth explodes
and it’s like, a serious bummer.
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When: Saturday & Sunday, December 3 & 4
Where: Griffin Rd, Orange phone (02) 6362 5631
Dress: Yes

If you have the good fortune to be in this part of the world
on either December 3 or 4 you are welcome to attend the

cellar door on Griffin Road and explore the wonderful new
releases we will be presenting for your enjoyment and
edification.

Rhonda will be mixing and matching some suitable
festive foods with the new releases, and Stephen will be
hiding in the winery. The new release wines available will
include:

2005 Big Men In Tights2005 Big Men In Tights2005 Big Men In Tights2005 Big Men In Tights2005 Big Men In Tights
(Caution, may contain traces of nuts)

About as pink as  Ponting at Lords’, this in your face
reverse swinging release will surprise and astound you

with its berry fruit freshness and seamless pace off the
palate. Not a wine for when you feel you are on the back
foot, its deceptively spicy aromatic movement through the
air is likely to bowl you sweetly over and show you what
balance and follow through is all about. Even though the
Big Men In Whites may be but ashes in our mouths, we
suggest you resist the temptation to grab this delivery by
the neck and screw its head off, and respectfully
recommend you stick it in the fridge, splash it in a glass and
remind yourself once more, all this will pass! Al/Vol 13.0%

2005 Riesling2005 Riesling2005 Riesling2005 Riesling2005 Riesling

Light green gold in colour with juicy fragrances of lime
blossom and crushed honey suckle, the generously

flavoured finely structured palate of this classic Bloodwood
Riesling is laced through with racy lime juice in a gentle
bouquet of  tropical spice and seamless chalky minerality.
While delightful current drinking, appropriate cellaring will
add considerably to your enjoyment of this delicate wine.
Al/Vol 12.0%

2004 Chardonnay2004 Chardonnay2004 Chardonnay2004 Chardonnay2004 Chardonnay

Mid green gold in colour, this wine has a fine bouquet
of white peach, honey dew melon and grapefruit

notes supporting a long lively fruit dominant melon and
citrus infused palate. Carefully fermented and matured in
new and second use French oak hogsheads, this racy and
refreshingly structured fine Bloodwood Chardonnay will

mature beautifully in the medium term. Al/Vol 13.5%

2003 Maurice2003 Maurice2003 Maurice2003 Maurice2003 Maurice

Dark red plum in colour, the fine bouquet of cassis
infused black berries and dark chocolate is

complemented with hints of vanillin char from extended
gentle maturation in tight grained French oak hogsheads.
The long well balanced palate of the wine finishes with fine
tannins and lively fruit. Careful medium term cellaring will
add to your enjoyment of this wine. Al/Vol 13.5%

2001 Chirac2001 Chirac2001 Chirac2001 Chirac2001 Chirac

An aromatic ooze of Pinot Noir in the bouquet and palate
builds texture and  richness to this classic dry

sparkling wine, while 48 months spent on lees in this bottle
prior to disgorgement in March 2005 adds a layered creamy
yeast complexity to the underlying bright Chardonnay pink
grapefruit and pear characters so typical of this style’s
persistent crisp acidity. Al/Vol 11.5%

2004 Pinot Noir2004 Pinot Noir2004 Pinot Noir2004 Pinot Noir2004 Pinot Noir

This fragrant hand crafted wine is vivid carmine with a
blue violet edge and presents an enticing, complex

bouquet of wild ripe cherries and subtle vanillin oak char
strewn through a redolence of autumnal forest floor and,
yes, ladies old handbags.  Its fruit infused savoury palate
and fine persistent tannins complement the distinguishing
blossom of this fine Bloodwood Pinot Noir. Al/Vol 13.5%

2002 Cabernet Sauvignon2002 Cabernet Sauvignon2002 Cabernet Sauvignon2002 Cabernet Sauvignon2002 Cabernet Sauvignon

Bright carmine bruised blackberries in an enticing
bouquet of violets and mocca chocolate announce a

finely tuned stylish palate doused in wild berry fruits, hints
of cedar and very finely integrated French oak tannins. This
Cabernet has the elegance and balance to fully repay a
special place in your cellar. Al/Vol 13.6%

2005 Noble Riesling2005 Noble Riesling2005 Noble Riesling2005 Noble Riesling2005 Noble Riesling

Medium green gold in colour showing lifted tangy
grapefruit blossom aromas intertwined with subtle

botrytis influences in a complex racy palate which presents
refreshingly crisp citrus acidity balancing the typical silky
native honey influences of this super late picked, naturally
botrytised Riesling. Medium term cellaring will further
integrate this distinctive wine. Al/Vol 11.5%

2005 Annual New Unique Releases Christmas Party Festivity

F.O.O.D. Week 2006

Dates for the annual foodies
festival in Orange have been set

as Friday March 24 (Chardonnay
vintage date) to Tuesday April 3
(Merlot vintage date): thanks folks!
The official program is yet to be
released, however, the guest chef for
the FOOD Dinner is to be Executive
Chef of the prestigious Four Seasons
Hotel in Sydney Marc Miron.

The FOODAffair picnic will be
held on Sunday March 26 (Pinot Noir
vintage). It will be a busy time around
the vineyards and wineries, and the
B&Bs book up well in advance, so be
quick To keep up with developments
as the program is confirmed, visit
www.orangefoodweek.com.au.



• An aerial
view of

Bloodwood,
taken from

the north of
the

property.

When you visit us at Bloodwood and inquire about
a particular wine, you’ll experience the Rhonda

and Stephen gyration and gesticulation show whereby
we fling our arms about like a pair of frothing
octopuses and point towards various real and imagined
areas of the vineyard.

The exchange goes something like this; “this is our
new Shiraz (broad sweep of the left arm about 45
degrees above the horizontal in a generally WSW
direction) and it comes from the small vineyard on
your left as you come in the front gate”.

This is all very well if you are awake enough to
remember how to duck and cover as the missiles
reign down, however, we have been known to collect

the occasional slow comrade mid rib with an
unannounced left upper sweep.

To avoid this in the future (and because we are
one of the few misguided souls left in the Australian
wine industry who not only believe you have a right
to know the provenance of each of your Bloodwood
wines) we have issued the above map of the
Bloodwood  vineyard.

Not only can you impress your friends with your
detailed knowledge of the spookiest vineyard in
Australia from space, but you can remain relaxed
and comfortable about the originof your favourite
mysterious Bloodwood wine.

Know your Bloodwood

Bloodwood happenings

During FOOD Week, at 7.30pm, on April 1, 2006 (Malbec vintage)
(seriously), something extraordinary related to food and wine will

happen at Bloodwood. It is likely to be a Schubert (Chardonnay)
retrospective in conjunction with the launch of the magnificent Schubert
2003. You can book by contacting Rhonda at the winery on (02) 6362 5631.

The Big Combustible Bloodwood Bonfire happening will take place on
Saturday June 10 at 7.30pm. This will follow the usual unusual format. After
the annual burning of witches and intoxification of warlocks at the stake, we
will retire to the cloisters of Chateau Bloodwood to toast (sic) their demise
and banquet on their memory long into the depths of an Orange winter night.
The costs for each function will be $88.00; the fly buy rewards incalculable.
Dress, original! (Minimum standard illustrated right).

For any other spontaneous events throughout the year, watch out for
email notifications. If you would like to be included in this list, it is essential
that you contact Stephen on BigMen@bloodwood.com.au. (Or not!)

• Tamara Yuen ... so
that’s what the

angel’s share means!
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When: Saturday & Sunday
December 3 & 4

Where: Bloodwood Winery cellar
 door, Griffin Rd, Orange
 phone (02) 6362 5631

Dress: Yes

YYYYYOU OU OU OU OU ARE INVITEDARE INVITEDARE INVITEDARE INVITEDARE INVITED

If you have the good fortune to be in this fabulous part of the
world on either the 3rd or  4th of December, you are welcome to sleigh

over to the cellar door on Griffin Road and explore the wonderful new
releases we will be presenting for your enjoyment and edification.

As usual, Rhonda will be mixing and matching some suitable festive
foods with the new releases. Stephen will be hiding in the winery
mumbling to himself and pretending that Christmas is something which
happens to other people; but feel free to ignore him, he’s only the
winemaker; enjoy these astounding offerings put together by bad santa
on one of his good days:

We have the wine,
if you have the time
The food will be good
as always it should
But to add to the cheer
BYO reindeer

2005 Big Men In Tights
Fresh fleshy pink; off dry; delicious rose with attitude

2005 Riesling
Citrus zest, aromatic honey suckle, length, definition and class

2004 Chardonnay
Fleshy fresh fruit rich honey dew melon and peaches

2003 Maurice
Fine long fruit driven dusty mocca vanillin with balance

2001 Chirac
The biggest fizz in the Pacific. Classic complex and long

2004 Pinot Noir
Aromatic, fleshy Pinot Noir with length and fine tannins

2002 Cabernet Sauvignon
Mid weight, aromatic savoury blackberries and vanilla

2005 Noble Riesling
Zest, grapefruit, emphatic sweetness balanced through positive
acidity

• Their Royal Highnesses Anne
and John Cook ... preparing a

typical reindeer for the
Bloodwood Christmas bash.

• Pimp (above) and Bert (below)
auditioning as reindeers.
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